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Habitat in hand-worked iron with hardback 
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About This Book
Whether it’s setting the mood or illuminating the task at hand, lighting serves many 
essential functions in our lives and homes. At Littman Brands, designing innovative 
and inspired lighting solutions is our passion. Our continuing commitment to 
creating exceptional, high-quality products has cemented our status as industry 
leaders, and we continue to break industry conventions by manufacturing and 
handcrafting products domestically in Southern California.

In the second edition of The Lighting Look Book by Littman Brands, we’ve expanded 
our lighting resource guide even further with enlightening expertise to help you 
develop your own dream lighting layouts from selection to installation. To reflect 
the increasing visibility and importance of LED lighting, we’ve added a new chapter 
devoted solely to LEDs. We’ve also added new products and new design styles 
reflecting current lighting and interior design trends.

This book also serves as an extension of our popular Larger Than Light magazine and 
Facebook community for lovers of lighting and great design. For more inspiration, 
stay up to date with us through Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and Houzz.

Ready to get started? Let’s light the way!

www.littmanbrands.com
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Littman Brands is excited to incorporate Digimarc® Discover, 
a free app which provides access to behind-the-scenes 
product videos and content on mobile devices. Look for this 
special icon throughout The Lighting Look Book and use the 
Digimarc app to scan the photos and see the lighting designs 
come to life.
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Zero Gravity pendant in carbide black and polished 
nickel (FL4817) by Troy Lighting
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Interior Design Styles
Lighting should reflect your most whimsical personality. It can remind you of a 
romantic, faraway place or make you feel safe and secure right at home. Whether 
your taste is traditional, modern or somewhere in between, your own personal 
style is the most important factor in creating your dream environment. Need a 
little inspiration? Here are some enlightening home decor styles sure to spark 
your imagination.
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Chesterfield (8423-AGB) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

Oyster Bay (3611-PN) 
and Lowell (091-AGB) by 
Hudson Valley Lighting

8

INTERIOR DESIGN STYLES

WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM

Shabby

  Chic
Refined comfort with homespun style
A mix of rustic and refined, lived-in and polished, shabby 
chic is a sophisticated way to evoke effortless vintage 
elegance. Distinguishing details include frills, florals and 
flea market finds – the more distressed, the better. Just 
remember, comfort and coziness are key to this warm, laid 
back look.

Ballston (4302-PN) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

Siena (F4744) 
by Troy Lighting
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Design Tips
Adorn your space with linen napkins, 
vintage teacups, fresh flowers in jam jars 
and other mismatched accessories

Place a table on a faded rug or unify 
mismatched chairs with simple slipcovers

Make ornate frames and mirrors wall 
art ready with a coat of pastel paint

Vineyard (F4856) 
by Troy Lighting

9WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM

Carousel (F4837) 
by Troy Lighting

Go with the Grain
Reclaimed and salvaged 
woods add rustic ambiance
 
White Out
Whitewash an existing  
cabinet and sand it back for  
a worn look

In the Loop
An antique-inspired light 
fixture adds just the right 
amount of whimsy
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       Nordic
Exposure
Clean simplicity meets warm livability
Evoke pure, understated Scandinavian style. A functional 
aesthetic with a homey feel, this style pairs light woods with 
refreshing whites, creams and grays – the perfect neutral 
backdrop for graphic artwork, geometric accents and touches 
of copper.

Odyssey (F4297) 
by Troy Lighting

Montauk (391-PN) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

Aurora (282-PC) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

INTERIOR DESIGN STYLES

Caswell (5118-PN) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting LED
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Design Tips
Keep the design scheme simple to  
allow for unexpected choices

Minimal ornamentation allows honest 
materials like natural wood to stand out

Maximize light exposure with  
layered lighting from a variety of  
floor and table lamps

Kyle (6924-PN) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

Baldwin (726-PN) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

Lighten Up
An understated chandelier with 
crisp details adds modern elegance
 
Au Naturel 
Bring the outside in with natural 
accents and green plants
 
Out of the Blue 
Bright blue accents pop against 
a clean and neutral backdrop
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Retro

 Revolution
Characterized by clean lines, natural materials and 
pared-down forms, this style revives mid-century 
modern influences with contemporary flair. Organic 
and man-made elements pair with classic silhouettes 
on unfussy backdrops, punctuated by rich woods and 
natural color palettes.

Modern minimalist meets vintage revival

Dunkirk (6020-PN)
by Hudson Valley Lighting

LED
   

Atomic (C4803PN) 
by Troy Lighting

Chill (209-48) by Corbett Lighting

INTERIOR DESIGN STYLES

Modernist (207-12)
by Corbett Lighting
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Alexandria (2724-AGB)
by Hudson Valley Lighting

Element (206-520) 
by Corbett Lighting

Perfect Chemistry
A sculptural lighting design adds 
modern structure to the home
 
Minimal to the Max
Recessed downlights add 
distraction-free illumination
 
Blast Off 
Graphic patterns and bold accents 
brighten up a neutral backdrop

Design Tips
Blast off with Sputnik chandeliers and 
other statement lighting iconic of mid-
century style

Incorporate teak and other woods to 
channel Mad Men-inspired elegance

Bring mid-century to the 21st century 
with sleek designs that play off both eras

LIT-Look-Book-12-2015.indd   13 12/14/15   6:24 PM



Soft

  Industrial
The perfect mix of pretty and gritty
See industrial design in a whole new light. A softer take on factory chic, 
this style is pretty – with an edge. A washed-out color palette of light 
wood tones and smooth metal grays is softened with romantic accents 
like comfy pillows, cushioned furniture and metallic accessories.

14 WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM

Knox (1926-SN) by Hudson Valley Lighting

Medfield (8191-AGB) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

INTERIOR DESIGN STYLES

LED
   

Zero Gravity (FL4816) 
by Troy Lighting
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Colebrook 
(1051-PN; 1051-AGB; 1041-OB) 

by Hudson Valley Lighting

Gaines (2202-AOB and 2222-AOB) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

Shine Bright
Metallic accents add a pop of 
instant glam
 
Industrial Revolution
Plush fabrics and cushy furniture 
contrast utilitarian textures
 
In the Mix 
Industrial lighting brings Machine 
Age elegance to the 21st century

Design Tips
Display treasured accessories on 
delicate wood and metal shelves

Accent a rustic cart table with a 
vase of fresh flowers

Create an airy atmosphere with 
delicate pieces showing off thin 
vertical lines

Aura (SS4007) by CSL 
(Creative Systems Lighting) 
and Brookline (4001-AGB) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

LED
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Natural

  Wonders
Bring the outdoors in with this earthy style incorporating natural 
elements in furniture, accessories and decor. Organic shapes create 
inner calm while colors derived from Mother Nature lend an air of 
tranquility to your inspiring oasis.
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Rockstar (190-410) 
by Corbett Lighting

Dolcetti (142-33)  
by Corbett Lighting

Enchanted (205-11)  
by Corbett Lighting

INTERIOR DESIGN STYLES

A harmonious blend of natural beauty
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Design Tips
Select pieces with semi-precious stones, 
exotic woods and bamboo

Accessorize with flora and fauna motifs

Mix soothing shades of greens, blues, 
creams and browns

17WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM

Dolce (109-33)  
by Corbett Lighting

Big Bang
A Sputnik chandelier with 
agate slices adds instant 
energy and beauty
 
Peace of Mind
Organic shapes and 
designs help create a 
peaceful atmosphere
 
Back to Nature
Rich earth tones imbue 
out-of-this-world elegance

Meteor chandelier (212-49) 
by Corbett Lighting
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With lush layering and charming mix-and-match appeal, 
this uniquely vibrant aesthetic adds a touch of polish 
to laid-back Bohemian style. A merry melting pot of 
bright colors, rich tones and patterned textiles celebrates 
creativity, while one-of-a-kind pieces exude personality.

An eclectic and modern mashup
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New

Bohemian
Hidden Hills (B4473) 

by Troy Lighting

Bijoux (161-11), Riviera (123-34) and Dolce (109-63)
 by Corbett Lighting

Eden (136-41) 
by Corbett Lighting

Washington (4016-AGB) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

INTERIOR DESIGN STYLES
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Design Tips
Embrace botanicals with lush plants 
in brass or macramé planters

Use floor pillows and plush Moroccan 
poufs to add more lounging areas

Incorporate patterns, fabrics, beads, 
fringe, paisleys, geometrics and 
other eclectic elements

19WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM

Warm Up
A clustered lighting design 
with hand-woven rope netting 
creates instant coziness
 
Jump Start
An artisanal rug serves as a 
warm and exotic base layer
 
Spice of Life
Mixing antique and new pieces 
creates bold contrast

Cymbal (B2922) 
by Troy Lighting

Ambassador (F3567) 
by Troy Lighting

Buxton (B4462) 
by Troy Lighting Outer Banks (F4755) by Troy Lighting
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         Aviation

 Inspired
Inspired by the gleaming metal and streamlined curves of 
mid-twentieth century aircraft, this aerodynamic style reaches 
new heights with riveted steel furniture, vintage decor and 
artwork inspired by the golden age of air travel.

Streamlined design meets high-flying style

20 WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM

LED
   

Mitchel Field (F4723) 
by Troy Lighting

Meridian (2611-AGB) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

Fly Boy (B4701) 
by Troy Lighting

LED
   

Idlewild (C4730) 
by Troy Lighting

INTERIOR DESIGN STYLES
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Design Tips
Evoke vintage glamour with 
soft leather sofas and archival 
black-and-white photography

Spin heads with an antique 
propeller used as wall art

Evoke yesteryear industrial 
with riveted silver metals and 
polished aluminum

Incorporate vintage-inspired 
maps, globes and other well-
traveled accessories

21WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM

Full Throttle
Welded iron and aluminum 
panels make up a retro yet 
modern pendant
 
Ready for Takeoff
Bright colors break up neutral 
and metallic backgrounds
 
Wing It 
Riveted furniture adds instant 
aviator appeal

Fly Boy (F4707 and 4703) 
by Troy Lighting

LED
   

Idlewild (F4736) 
by Troy Lighting
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Contemporary 
Cool

A refreshing take on refined design

Polished yet playful, clean yet cutting-
edge, this sophisticated style packs plenty 
of personality into a contemporary classic 

setting. Cool whites complement geometric 
shapes, crisp lines and soft curves with 

vibrant pops of color dispersed throughout.
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Roundout (1234-PN) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting and

LED Cylinder Adjustable Pendant (LP2-ADJ-GN) 
by CSL (Creative Systems Lighting) 

Andromeda (F4826) 
by Troy Lighting

LED
 

   Glow (SS4005) and Hex (SS2000A)  
by CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

INTERIOR DESIGN STYLES

LED
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Design Tips

All Tied Up
An eclectic rope curtain 
creates a clear division that’s 
still open and airy
 
Out of Sight
Concealed strip lighting adds 
accent illumination without 
drawing attention
 
Masterpiece Theatre
Colorful and textural wall art 
warms up a neutral backdrop

LED Cylinder Pendants by 
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

Create an artistic statement  
with sculptural lighting fixtures

Contrast sleek surfaces with  
warm textures, fabrics and finishes

Use color sparingly or limit to a  
single wall or standout floor rug

LED
   

Tantrum (185-44) 
by Corbett Lighting

Goshen (6081-BZ) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting

LED
   

PDQ24 LED (PDQ24-H-I-5-NW) by 
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)
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Orb Wall Mount (SS1042B-PN 
and Pro Puck (PPL-SA) by CSL 
(Creative Systems Lighting)
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Essential Lighting Layers
The right lighting helps create mood, composition and ambiance within an interior space, 
transforming even the most simply furnished room into a well-lit masterpiece. To maximize 
the livability and beauty of a space, at least three “layers” of lighting are needed from a 
variety of sources. Let’s take a look at how these layers work together.
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THE FIRST LAYER 
Establishes Necessary Ambient Lighting

ESSENTIAL LIGHTING LAYERS

WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM

Also known as overall or general lighting, ambient lighting is a room’s functional foundation, creating safe 
and even illumination to help aid traffic and other basic visual tasks throughout the home. Chandeliers stand 
out as artistic centerpieces, but pendants, flush mounts, and semi-flush mounts can also be used as a room’s 
primary light source. Dimmer switches allow you to adjust the ambient lighting to bring in other layers and 
change the room’s atmosphere.

While a ceiling  
fixture might meet the 
practical requirements 
of lighting up a space, 

ambient lighting should 
only be the “base” layer  

in a thoughtful  
lighting layout.

To dete
rmine a

 room’s
 

ambient
 lightin

g 

requirem
ent, mu

ltiply  

the roo
m’s squa

re 

footage
 by 1.5

. This 

number 
wil l giv

e you t
he 

minimum
 incand

escent 

wattage
 neede

d to 

il luminat
e the 

room.

TIP If ambient light levels are lower 
than task levels, the contrast will create 
a dramatic effect. However, if ambient 
light levels are as high as task levels, 
then the space will be brighter.

Top: Big Bang pendant with multi-colored cut glass jewels and 
smoked diffuser (183-412) by Corbett Lighting. Right: Harlow 
LED ADA sconces in tranquility silver leaf (166-13) by Corbett 
Lighting. Opposite page: Queen Bee ADA sconce in gold leaf 
finish (199-12) by Corbett Lighting. Woodbury picture lights in 
distressed bronze (7023-DB) by Hudson Valley Lighting.

LED
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ESSENTIAL LIGHTING LAYERS

TIP  There are two types of accent 
lighting. The focal layer is for illuminating 
artwork, displays and architectural 
elements, while the decorative layer is 
mainly for ornamentation.

Accent lighting 
should illuminate 
the accent area 

with about 3 times 
the light of the 

surrounding area.

THE FINISHING LAYER 
Enhances Features with Accent Lighting
While ambient and task lighting layers are necessary for a room’s functionality, accent lighting enhances the 
impact of architectural and design elements, allowing you to focus attention in specific areas that highlight 
a room’s aesthetic features. Well-placed sconces can draw your eye to fireplaces, while picture lamps can 
illuminate prized possessions.

THE SECOND LAYER 
Illuminates Activities with Task Lighting

While ambient lighting welcomes us into a 
room, task lighting is focused on the things 
we do there. The demands of task lighting 
vary substantially from room to room. Kitchens 
require strong, shadow-free lighting in food 
preparation areas while bathrooms require 
well-diffused vanity illumination for grooming 
tasks. Each activity has its own unique lighting 
requirements, which can be met with a variety 
of pendants, wall-mounts and portables.

To determine how many incandescent watts of light are needed for task lighting, multiply the total square footage of the task area by 2.5.

Energy 
Saving Tip:  
Using more task 

lighting than ambient 
lighting at home  

can help conserve 
energy.

27WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM
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Odyssey in hand-worked 
wrought iron with plated 
smoke glass shades by Troy 
Lighting (F4298)
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Fixtures & Installation 
Guidelines
From the decorative to the practical, there are a variety of lighting fixtures to suit 
your every style or need. But which ones are right for you? Here is an overview of 
the different types of fixtures and their functions in the home, as well as their basic 
installation guidelines.
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FIXTURES AND INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
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30"- 32"

Chandelier 
With styles ranging from traditional and ornate to modern and minimalist, these decorative hanging fixtures typically 
feature multiple branching arms and lights. They are most often found in dining areas but can be elegant additions 
to entryways and foyers as well. While the chandelier is usually a room’s focal point and primary light source, its 
light must be supplemented to avoid over-lighting and glare. Some chandeliers are designed with downlights to 
provide task or accent lighting, while others are available with fabric or glass shades.

To find the ideal chandelier diameter: Add 
the length and width of the room together 
and substitute the feet for inches.

In the dining room: Choose a chandelier 
that is 6” narrower than the width of the 
dining table. It should hang at least 30” 
above the tabletop in a room with an 8’ 
ceiling. For each additional foot of ceiling 
height, add one inch.

 When sizing 
a chandelier, 

remember that 
dense shapes 

will seem smaller, 
while more open 

designs may 
appear larger.

Above top-down: Wellington chandelier in polished nickel  
(9317-PC) and Upton chandelier in polished nickel (1806-PN) by 
Hudson Valley Lighting. Right: Bari chandelier in polished nickel 
(9916-PN) by Hudson Valley Lighting. 
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ESSENTIAL LIGHTING LAYERS
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TIP Consider hanging 
two or more fixtures over a 
larger or rectangular table.

LED
   

Tantrum pendants (186-44) 
by Corbett Lighting 
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Pendant 
Perhaps the most versatile of all decorative lighting 
fixtures, pendants can be as glamorous as a chandelier, 
as understated as a wall sconce, or as functional as a 
floor lamp. They can be used to provide task, ambient, 
and accent illumination depending on the use and 
location. The more compact profile of pendants allows 
for greater pairing and clustering possibilities.

Counter to fixture
30"- 32"

TIP In foyers, the diameter of the 
fixture should be equal in inches to the 
sum of the room’s width and length – and 
should hang at least 7’ from the floor.

For kitchen 
islands, leave 

about 30-32” from 
the countertop to 
the pendant base.

Above: Barstow pendant in aged brass (8813-AGB) by Hudson 
Valley Lighting. Right: Viceroy pendants in black polished 
nickel (7718-BPN) by Hudson Valley Lighting. Opposite page 
left to right: Femme Fatale wall sconces in silver leaf (145-11) 
by Corbett Lighting. Westville wall sconces in polished nickel 
(3523-PN) and Ruskin wall sconce in polished nickel (2401-PN) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting.

FIXTURES AND INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
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FIXTURES AND INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

Wall Sconce
Sconces and other wall-mounted fixtures can create 
intimate ambiance and add a thoughtful dimension 
to your decor. Placed midway on the wall, they can 
provide ambient, task and accent lighting as well 
as balance or supplement overhead sources. Many 
sconces double as artwork and can be used as 
accent pieces to flank architectural features such 
as fireplaces.

5’ from floor

TIP Wall 
sconces should be 
mounted about 5’ 
from the floor and 
spaced across the 
room every 6-8’ 
or relative to the 
furniture or pieces 
they are accenting.
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Semi-Flush Mount
When height is limited, a semi-flush mount or close-to-ceiling fixture can offer 
the exquisite styling of a chandelier in a more compact form. The small gap 
between the ceiling and fixture provides double the illumination, with light 
bouncing off the ceiling as well as radiating from below. Semi-flush mounts 
work well where low-hanging fixtures would interrupt flow and functionality 
while offering more elaborate possibilities than standard flush mounts.

A semi-flush mount 
should hang no lower 
than 7’ from the floor.

TIP In halls and foyers, 
semi-flush fixtures are great 
for providing the ambient 
light needed to greet guests 
and assure safe passage.

Above top left to right: Meritage semi-flush mount with hand-worked wrought iron and graphite 
finish (C4310) by Troy Lighting. Nebula semi-flush mount in carbide black and polished nickel 
(C4280) by Troy Lighting. Lily semi-flush mount with porcelain flowers in enchanted silver leaf finish 
(211-34) by Corbett Lighting. Right: Quinton semi-flush in aged brass (132-HN) by Hudson Valley 
Lighting. Opposite page left to right: Trumbull flush mount in old bronze (3322-OB) and Genesee 
flush mount in aged brass (4314-AGB) by Hudson Valley Lighting.

FIXTURES AND INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
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Flush Mount
Flush mounts or “surface mounts” fit snugly against the 
ceiling. Because they illuminate without occupying much 
vertical space, they are ideal for low ceilings or high traffic 
areas like hallways. Areas that only require one “layer” of light, 
such as closets and laundry rooms, are also well-served by 
flush mount fixtures.

8' - 10'

In hallways, flush 
mounts should be 
placed every 8-10’ 
apart to provide 
safe illumination 
and help create 

continuity.

FIXTURES AND INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
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Bath and Vanity Lighting
Bathrooms require strong, glare-free task lighting. Wall fixtures placed on either side of the bathroom mirror can 
provide even, shadow-free illumination, but additional horizontal lights are needed above large mirrors. If there 
is no room to accommodate side-lights, a flush mount with a broad diffusing capability can be placed above the 
vanity area instead.

78"

TIP For large mirrors, 
mount a horizontal vanity 
light strip 78” off the floor.

Shower and 
Bathtub Lighting
Lighting around the tub should be bright enough for bathing 
and reading product labels. Shielded fixtures will protect 
from glare, while low voltage linear lighting makes middle 
of the night trips to the bathroom easier. For inside the 
shower, remember to choose recessed downlights approved 
for wet areas.Above Top: Merrick picture lights in aged brass (6015-AGB). 

Top Right: Whitney sconces in antique nickel (7501-AN). 
Bottom Right: Danville chandelier in aged brass (3130-AGB). 
Opposite Page: Left: Humphrey in aged brass (4824-AGB). 
Opposite Page: Right: Gresham Park in polished nickel  
(5644-PN). All by Hudson Valley Lighting.

FIXTURES AND INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

no less than 
28" apart

eye-level

For small 
mirrors, mount 
fixtures at least 
28” apart and 

60” off the 
floor.
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Photo: Traditional Home 2013 Hamptons Designer Showhouse
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Island Lights
Island lights provide a single-fixture option for lighting across 
kitchen countertops, game tables or other rectangular spaces. 
While spaced pendants require two or three wiring boxes, an 
island light requires only one to illuminate the same expanse. 
An island light can be used as task lighting or as a visual 
centerpiece and sole source of ambient light in a space.

36" 
Table to fixture

30"

To determine how 
many watts of 

incandescent light 
are needed for a 

countertop space, 
multiply the square 
footage of the area 

by 2.5.

TIP An island light 
should hang about 30” 
above a countertop and 
36” above a game table.

FIXTURES AND INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
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Portable Floor and 
Table Lamps
When flexibility is important, portable lamps are perfect for creating ambient, 
task or accent lighting to suit your needs. Whether floor or tabletop variety, 
portables solve the problem of limited wiring options and allow for easy design 
and lighting adaptability.

Picture Lights
Whether it’s a portrait, print or piece of art, 
an outstanding wall hanging deserves worthy 
illumination. Picture lights come in a variety of 
styles and lengths to accommodate the width of 
the underlying piece.

A table lamp and 
floor lamp shade 

should sit roughly 
42” off the floor to 
avoid bulb glare.

Left: Burton floor lamp in vintage brass (L816-VB-M) and Concordia table lamp in polished nickel (L125-PN ) by Hudson Valley Lighting. Right: Girard table lamp in vintage brass 
(L433-VB) and Brock picture light in polished nickel (9508-PN) by Hudson Valley Lighting. Opposite Page Top Left: 5-inch Eco-Downlights LED (EDL5-1000 Series) (EDL5-1000 
Series) and (EDL5-2200) by CSL (Creative Systems Lighting). Opposite Page Bottom Left: Eco-Cove Custom Lighting by CSL (Creative Systems Lighting).

FIXTURES AND INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
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Recessed  
Lighting
Recessed lights, or downlights, can blend into 
almost any decor and provide a range of lighting 
effects from task to ambient. Installed in the 
ceiling with only the trim showing, they are ideal 
for shorter or sloped ceilings.

Cove Lighting
Cove lighting is an ideal choice for lighting spaces 
that are concealed or hard to reach or ones that  
have tight radii. Users can direct light up towards  
the ceiling and down adjacent walls or create light  
to accent or highlight decorative ceilings.
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Laundry and  
Utility Areas
Laundry rooms and other 
utilitarian areas demand 
plenty of light. A large 
ceiling fixture with 
energy-efficient bulbs 
or recessed fixtures 
spaced evenly around the 
room can provide ambient lighting, 
while adjustable track lighting and undercabinet 
lighting can be good options for task lighting.

Undercabinet Lighting
Undercabinet fixtures offer both task and accent lighting, providing excellent countertop lighting when mounted 
under kitchen wall cabinets and accent lighting when used in display cabinets.

Left: Savona in aged brass (9814-AGB) and Belmont in aged brass 
(8009-AGB) by Hudson Valley Lighting. Right: LED CounterAttack II 
lights (NCA-LED-32-SS) and PDQ24-volt LED Ultra Compact Strips 
(PDQ24-H-I-5-NW) by CSL (Creative Systems Lighting).

FIXTURES AND INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
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Step Lighting
Stairs should be well-lit to prevent accidents. 
Steplights can help illuminate steps and key 
travel routes for added safety.
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Lighting by Room
“If a room is lit the right way, everyone looks their best and feels relaxed and comfortable, 
but they don’t know why,” says Lindsey Adelman, a New York–based industrial designer who 
specializes in light fixtures. Every room in your home has very different lighting requirements 
and needs determined by the activities performed there. Learn how to achieve the perfect 
balance of lighting in your home with these helpful tips.
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Spellbound LED pendant in white with 
polished stainless accents (174-44) by 
Corbett Lighting.
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Foyer
Whether you’re greeting guests or returning home after 
a long day, the foyer is a welcoming space that conveys 
the first statement of your lighting style – sometimes 
before you’ve even reached the front door. When an 
exterior window gives a view into a two-story foyer, be 
sure that the hanging fixture is centered and scaled to 
the frame of the window. Matching sconces or portable 
lamps can be used to flank mirrors or other areas of 
visual interest and provide an additional layer of ambient 
lighting for a pleasant arrival.

TIP Make your foyer’s first 
impression shine. Incandescent 
light looks best with clear glass, 
while fluorescent light works well 
with frosted or etched glass.

Above: Chimera chandelier in tranquility silver leaf nickel with crystal 
tassels and clear tubular glass (176-710) by Corbett Lighting.  
Right: Dresden chandelier in polished nickel (6730-PN) by Hudson 
Valley Lighting.  

Opposite page: Left: Calliope in hand-worked iron and rustic gold  
leaf finish (F4866) and Kyle polished nickel chandelier (6924-PN) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting.
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Living Room
As the social and recreational center of the home, living 
and family rooms have substantial and varied lighting 
requirements. To meet these different needs, three to four 
layers of lighting should be used. Entertaining guests 
calls for a special lighting scheme that creates intimate 
ambiance. Consider different types of task lighting, both 
up and downlighting, throughout the space. A chandelier 
or other decorative fixture centered above the conversation 
area can supply the room with ambient light, while wall 
sconces placed around the room can introduce a layer of 
soft lighting to guests’ faces. When it’s time to sit back and 
relax, reading is facilitated by table and floor lamps. Accent 
lighting can shed light on a prized possession or area of 
visual interest, while specialty picture lights can brighten 
up paintings and other wall art.

TIP  Light three out 
of four corners in a living 
room, focusing one of 
those lights on an object.
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Bedroom
When lighting a bedroom, you should create an overall 
atmosphere of quiet relaxation. While a flush mount ceiling 
fixture and two bedside lamps still define standard bedroom 
lighting, thoughtful planning can recast the space in a 
different light. Consider scale. Chandeliers and larger-scale 
pendants can make high ceilings feel more intimate, while 
semi-flush mounts add a decorative element to vertically 
limited spaces. Decide on task areas and task 
lighting for activities such as bedside reading. 
Swing arm wall sconces or a pair of small 
pendants can serve the same purpose as 
portables while freeing up nightstand space. 
You can also install recessed downlights 
overhead – just be sure not to install them 
directly above the sleeping area.

TIP Install dimmers for flexibility  
to suit different moods and activities.

Left: Andover chandelier in aged 
brass (7424-AGB) by Hudson Valley 
Lighting. Top: Blink pendant in light 
cottage bronze finish (F4135) by 
Troy Lighting. Bottom: Exeter wall 
sconce in antique nickel (4721-AN) 
by Hudson Valley Lighting.

Opposite page: Coolidge pendants in 
polished nickel (3210-PN) by Hudson 
Valley Lighting.Ph
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Kitchen
As hubs of household activity, kitchens demand layered lighting 
from a variety of sources. Strong overhead lighting is necessary for 
general illumination and can be attractively accomplished with a 
larger-scale flush mount fixture. Traditional cooking and cleaning 
areas, such as island counters, require focused task lighting from 
pendants or island fixtures. Breakfast nooks can be lit with a single 
glass globe, a decorative pendant, or even a cluster of smaller 
pendants hung at varying heights for maximum visual impact. A wall 
sconce or two can provide additional ambient light, focused in the 
eating area. Accent lighting, including undercabinet lighting, also 
plays a big part in creating the final look.

Misplaced task 
lighting can throw 
shadows on your 

workspace.
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TIP 
Sidelights 
are best for 
applying 
makeup while 
overhead 
lights help fill 
in shadows on 
your face.
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Office 
Whether you’re paying the bills or writing your next 
novel, a well-lit workspace is essential for getting 
the job done. Pendants, flush mounts and recessed 
fixtures can provide excellent ambient light for 
working but should not be so bright as to create 
glare off your computer screen. Keeping overhead 
and recessed lights along the room’s perimeter can 
also help avoid working under direct glare. Close-in 
work demands specific task lighting from portable 
desk lamps, floor lamps or pendants installed over 
the work area. If your workspace is integrated into 
another area of your home, good portable floor lamps 
provide the best lighting option without taking up 
desk space.

Bathroom
While flush mounts are still considered standard for ambient bathroom 
lighting, pendants and small chandeliers can add unexpected elegance 
to the utilitarian space. When it comes to the vanity, the best mirror 
lighting surrounds the face with even light to minimize shadows 
and avoid glare. Shower stalls require additional overhead lighting, 
which must be UL rated for wet locations, while standalone tubs and 
whirlpools can be surrounded by sconces to create effective ambiance.

Consider where 
your natural 

light is coming 
from when 

determining 
where to put 
your lights.

Left: Uni chandelier in hand-worked wrought iron (F3669) by Troy Lighting.
Top Right: Glendale pendant in aged brass (8916-PN) by Hudson Valley Lighting.
Bottom Right: Amherst one light wall sconce in polished nickel finish (8511-PN)
by Hudson Valley Lighting. 

Opposite page: Dine ‘N’ Dash pendant in polished nickel by Troy Lighting  
(989-PN-WS). Vestal chandelier in aged brass (4821-AGB) by Hudson Valley  
Lighting. Amadeus chandelier in vienna bronze finish (163-712) by Corbett Lighting.
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Dining Room
Decorative lighting reaches its apex in the dining room. 
Serving as the room’s artistic focal point, a chandelier 
traditionally illuminates the dining table. However, 
dimmers are recommended to avoid over-lighting 
and glare. Longer tables may be illuminated by a pair 
of smaller chandeliers or formidable pendants for a 
grand effect. Sideboards and buffets can be flanked by 
sconces for accent lighting as well.

Make the table 
the brightest 
spot in the 

dining room to 
draw people in.
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Fathom pendant (188-44) in bronze 
with polished brass and stainless 
accents by Corbett Lighting.

LED
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Light Sources Overview
The right light sources can help enhance any design style. Whether you’re channeling 
a vintage look with warm, carbon filament bulbs or a cool, contemporary aesthetic 
with energy efficient LEDs, there are plenty of options to help make your dream design 
a reality. Let’s take a look at how some of these different light sources match up.
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Different light bulbs produce different effects. To save energy, select the most efficient 
light bulb for the type of lighting you need. An ENERGY STAR® certified light bulb uses 
about 75% less energy than a traditional incandescent bulb and lasts at least 6 times 
longer. Source: www.energystar.gov

Xenon Incandescent
Producing a white light similar to that 
of halogens, xenon bulbs operate at 
lower temperatures and emit more light 
per watt than standard incandescent 
bulbs. Their miniature shape allows 
for compact designs with intense 
illumination and life ratings comparable 
to that of fluorescents (up to 20,000 
hours). They are popular choices for 
undercabinet and strip lighting.

Incandescent
Emitting warm yellow-white light, the classic cast of 
incandescent bulbs explains their enduring popularity. 
Because they are less energy efficient than other sources, 
they are best suited for task lighting that needs high levels of 
brightness. Beginning in 2012, the US Energy Independence 
Act of 2007 requires most incandescent bulbs to produce the 
same amount of light (lumens) using less wattage (energy).

Halogen Incandescent
Whiter and brighter, halogen incandescent bulbs 
are about 30% more energy efficient and can last 
up to 3 times longer than standard incandescent 
bulbs. They are available in two types: line voltage 
(120 watt) and low voltage (12 volt).

Carbon Filament
Mirroring antique light bulb 
styles from the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries, carbon 
filament bulbs produce a warm, 
vintage glow. A defined steeple 
and classic filament make this 
design perfect for exposed or 
transparent light fixtures as well 
as industrial chic spaces.

LED
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LED (Light-Emitting Diode)
More efficient and longer lasting than any 
other light source, LEDs are becoming 
increasingly popular in home 
applications. While incandescent and 
compact fluorescent bulbs emit light 
and heat in all directions, LEDs are 
“directional” and only emit light in 
one direction, allowing them to use light 
and energy more efficiently. LEDs are usually 
rated for 25,000 to 50,000 hours. Turn to the 
next chapter for more information on LEDs.

Right: Calligraphy in silver leaf and polished stainless accents (213-44). 
Bottom: Conduit hand-worked iron in old silver (F3816) by Troy Lighting.  
Opposite Page: Spellbound pendant in tranquility silver leaf finish with 
polished stainless accents (165-44). 

Early Electric LED Bulbs
These vintage style LED bulbs mimic the look 
of early electric bulbs yet possess the modern 
energy efficiency standards of today.

Screw-In LED Bulbs
Because most common household lighting fixtures have 
Edison bases (also known as screw-in bases), screw-
in LED bulbs allow you to easily upgrade your existing 
fixtures with the energy and savings benefits of LEDs.

LED
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CFL (Compact Fluorescent Lamp)
CFLs are small fluorescent bulbs that can be used in most 
types of lighting fixtures. They are 3 to 4 times more efficient 
than traditional incandescent bulbs and can last 6 to 10 times 
longer. They have a lifespan around 9,000 hours.

54 WWW.LITTMANBRANDS.COM

Fluorescent
Fluorescent bulbs can 
deliver light that is cool 
and white or warm and 
bright. They use 1/5 to 
1/3 as much electricity 
as incandescents with 
comparable lumen 
ratings and last up to 
20 times longer. Note: 
Fluorescents must be 
marked as “dimmable” 
if used with a dimmer.

LIGHT SOURCES OVERVIEW

Because 
fluorescent 

bulbs contain 
mercury, it is 
important to 

dispose of them 
properly.

Lighting 
Measurement 
Terminology
Wattage: The amount of energy 
consumed by a light source 

Lumens: The amount of light a light 
source produces. The higher the 
lumens, the brighter the light 

Efficacy: The amount of lumens per light 

Foot candles: The amount of light 
that reaches a subject
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TIP  Most ENERGY STAR 
qualified bulbs are made to 
match the color of incandescent 
bulbs at 2700-3000K.

Color Temperature  
Measured in Kelvin (K), a bulb’s color 
temperature determines whether its light 
appears “warm” or “cool.” Lower Kelvin 
numbers indicate a light that appears more 
yellow (“warmer”) while higher numbers mean 
the light is whiter or bluer (“cooler”).

1850K: Candle flame, sunrise or sunset 

2700K – 3000K: Warm, soft white.  
The color of incandescent bulbs. Good for  
residential settings
 
3500K – 4100K: Cool white, neutral, bright 
white. Good for kitchens and workspaces

5000K – 6500K: Natural sunlight or daylight. 
Good for reading 
 

Color Rendering Index 
(CRI) 
CRI is the measure of a light source’s ability to 
illuminate the full range of colors as compared 
to the standard of natural sunlight. It is 
measured from 0 to 100, with 100 being that of 
natural sunlight. A CRI of 90+ is required for an 
ENERGY STAR rating.

Opposite Page: Media pendant in multi-leaf and polished 
stainless finish (208-412). Top: Element in Vienna bronze  
(206-520). Right: Inertia pendant in silver leaf and crystal  
(140-47). All by Corbett Lighting 
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  Sanctuary pendants in cottage bronze (F4186) by Troy Lighting.
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LEDs & Energy Efficiency
As more people make the switch to LED, the future is looking brighter than ever. LEDs are 
more durable, energy efficient and longer lasting than any other light source – usually rated 
between 25,000 and 50,000 hours. Even better, as LED technology improves, prices continue 
to drop. Read on to learn more about the benefits of LEDs.
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What is LED?
An LED is a semiconductor device that produces light 
through electroluminescence, a phenomenon in which 
a solid material emits light when an electrical current 
is passed through it. LEDs fall into the category of 
solid state lighting (SSL), which includes devices that 
use diodes to create lighting. Because LEDs only emit 
light in one direction, they use light and energy more 
efficiently than other sources.

An LED is made up of four components:
Diode: A semiconductor device that emits visible light when an 
electric current is passed through it.

Driver: The energy source for the diode, which also regulates the 
wattage coming into it.

Array: The cluster and set up of diodes.

Luminaire: The housing that contains these components, which also 
helps dissipate heat.

Cost & Energy Savings
LEDs are some of the most energy-efficient light sources on the market today. LEDs are five times more 
efficient and can last 25 times longer than an incandescent bulb while consuming 75% less energy. In 
addition, they are rated to last 25,000 hours or more. These energy savings translate to lower electric 
bills, as well as next to no cost for maintenance and upkeep. By 2027, LEDs could reduce lighting 
energy in the U.S. by one-fourth.
Source: www.energy.gov, American Lighting Association

Left: Vortex pendants in bronze with painted galvanized shade 
(F4264) by Troy Lighting. Top right: Heavy Duty by Troy RLM 
Lighting. Bottom right: Caswell pendants in aged brass 
(5116-AGB) by Hudson Valley Lighting.

LED Home Applications 
LEDs can be used to provide ambient, task and accent lighting throughout the home. In the kitchen, LEDs are great 
for providing overhead task lighting and undercabinet lighting, but they can also be used to highlight architectural 
or decorative features. Tip: Screw-in LEDs are an excellent low cost solution for upgrading existing fixtures 
throughout the home.

All LED on this pageLED
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 Top: Insight LED pendant in modern bronze with gold leaf and silver (FL4896) by Troy Lighting. 
Right: Enchanted LED pendant in enchanted silver leaf finish (205-43) by Corbett Lighting. 

Decorative LEDs
Because they are smaller and more efficient, 
LEDs have allowed for new decorative lighting 
fixture designs otherwise impossible with 
incandescent light sources. As a result, Littman 
Brands regularly utilizes LEDs to expertly 
integrate the best technology into their most 
innovative designs.

Binning
All LEDs have blueish light with a very high Kelvin temperature. To create 
more yellow hues, phosphorous is used to cover the diodes. Binning is the 
quality control process for determining what falls into the correct temperature. 
Once painted with phosphorus, the diodes are passed through a machine, 
and a current of electricity is passed through the chip. A computer registers 
the color temperature reading, and if it falls within a certain threshold of 
acceptability, it is then put into the “acceptable” bin. Littman Brands utilizes 
binning to produce the highest quality product.

Retrofitting for LED
More homeowners than ever are retrofitting their traditional light 
fixtures with LED lamps to lower energy and maintenance costs, increase 
performance and reduce harm to the environment. LED retrofit lamps and 
screw-in bulbs are direct replacements for conventional incandescents and 
CFLs. Over time, the energy and cost savings can make up for the initial 
investment and conversion to LED.

Other Benefits:
•     LEDs only release 10% of their energy as heat. In comparison, 

incandescent bulbs release 90% and CFLs release about 80%.
•     Because less light is lost, LEDs reduce the need  

for reflectors and diffusers.
•     No breakable glass enclosures, filaments, fill gases or electrodes.
•     Small, compact, low profiles.
•    Improved performance in the cold.
•    Instant on with no “warm up” time.
•     Rapid cycling capability – lifetime not affected by frequent switching.
•    No infrared or ultraviolet emissions.
•    Contain no mercury.

All LED on this pageLED
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Littman Brands and LED
Littman Brands is leading the way in LED with more designs across all brands. CSL® 
(Creative Systems Lighting) continues to enhance its LEDs with upgraded technology and 
fresh new designs, while Troy Lighting has added more LEDs to its outdoor and RLM lines. 
In addition, Littman Brands is proud to introduce new LED bulbs that mimic the look of 
early electric style bulbs. These LEDs fit into most designs across the different brands, 
offering even more variation within hundreds of fixtures – and lowering energy costs. 
Here are some of the ways Littman Brands is utilizing LED technology.

LED Cylinders 
CSL’s sleek LED Cylinders pack an impressive LED punch. They include an 
integral proprietary 120-277V input LED driver and are 90% efficient with 
0.99 power factor and UL/C-UL listed for wet locations. They are now 
offered in 20 colorful finishes, and 30°, 50° and 80° optics are included.

Architectural Lights 
CSL’s versatile Architectural Lights deliver impressive performance 
from dimmable 18W LED 120V light engines with 90 CRI and 
2700°K ± 100°. Featuring architectural aluminum housing, they 
are UL/C-UL listed for damp locations. Many are offered in bronze, 
satin aluminum and white finishes, and others are available in a 
palette of 20 colorful finishes.

LED
   

Top: LED Cylinder Pendants (LP5-27-TTL, CSL-LP2-27-LG, and CSL-LP3-WT-WW). Bottom from left to right: Veil (SS4001), Echo (SS4003), Contour (SS4014), and LED Cylinder (LW5) all by CSL 
(Creative Systems Lighting).

CSL® (Creative Systems Lighting)
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3” Shallow Plenum

LEDS AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Cube
Bringing geometric flair to architectural lighting, CSL’s Cube wall mount boasts a 
powerful 120V 18W LED light engine and 840 lumen output. The solid, dimmable 
fixture emits symmetrical direct illumination vertically from the cube form and is 
UL/C-UL listed for damp or wet locations. Cube’s extruded aluminum housing is 
offered in a multitude of finishes.

Hex
Featuring warm, diffused illumination encased in a six-sided shape, Hex is a 
smart geometric fixture available in two sizes (offering 1260 lm and 840 lm). The 
fixture comes in stamped aluminum housing with a molded acrylic lens/diffuser 
and is offered in a multitude of finishes for both the housing and the inner accent 
color. The dimmable, ADA compliant wall and flush mount is UL/C-UL listed for 
damp or wet locations

LED Eco-Downlights
Offering a higher level of light output (all non-commercial Downlights have been 
upgraded to 90 CRI), quality and overall performance, the next generation of 
CSL’s LED Eco-Downlights are here. The 1”, 3” and 5” Downlights are offered in 
remodel, new construction, IC adjustable airtight and LPD (Low Power Density) 
versions which use less energy. The New Construction (Non IC) and Remodel/
Retrofit models also include 30˚/50˚/80˚ optics, extruded aluminum heat sinks 
with black anodized finishes, universal dimming and field replaceable light 
engines and drivers.

3” Shallow Plenums
Designed for applications where plenum space between floors is limited, CSL’s 
new 3” Shallow Plenum Housing includes an integral 120�277V input LED driver, 
90% efficient, 0.99 power factor and is UL/C-UL listed. These high-performance 
LEDs offer 50,000 hours of life at 70% lumen maintenance.

Waymarks
CSL’s Waymarks are colorful wall plates that attract and inform with illuminated 
custom artwork in a variety of color options. They are currently available in six 
designs: WiFi, Java, Smoking, Martini, Take a Dip and Restroom – as well as 
custom options. Offered in a multitude of finishes, the Waymarks are 10-inch 
aluminum squares with CNC laser cut aluminum accent plates with a wide 
selection of acrylic lens colors and textures available. The fixture itself is an 120V 
18W LED, 2700°K ±100, 90 CRI, 1260 lumen. ADA approved as a wall mount, 
dimmable, and UL/C-UL listed for wet location use.

Cube and Linear Cube

LED Eco-Downlights

Hex

Waymark Waymark

All LED on this pageLED
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Designed to reflect light downward, Troy RLMs (Reflector Luminaire Manufacturer) 
offer a modern-day spin on warehouse lighting seen in factories during the early 
20th century. With stunning colors, a variety of lamping, arm, stem, post and other 
mounting options, these RLMS span in style from retro modern to classic and can be 
customized to fit the design and lighting needs of any style or space. Troy RLMs are 
available in 19 standard finishes, two specialty finishes as well as a Coastal option 
finish, with every piece Made in the USA at Troy Lighting’s 200,000-square-foot 
manufacturing facility in City of Industry, California. New collections include mid-
century inspired pendants, as well as modernized picture and sign lights.

Troy RLM Lighting

Top: Deep Reflector, Aero, Bell and Retro Industrial by Troy RLM Lighting.
Right: Globe by Troy RLM Lighting.  

All LED on this pageLED
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Top: Multiple configurations of Structure by Troy RLM Lighting.
Right: Bird Cage and Structure by Troy RLM Lighting. 
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All LED on this pageLED

Structure
Benchcrafted in California, Structure is designed to suspend Troy’s RLM fixtures in 
almost any configuration and combines the strength of industrial design with the 
attention to detail indicative of Troy RLM’s American-made artisan craftsmanship. 
Structure is a modular system of exposed conduit and specially manufactured 
fittings that puts a modern edge on rustic and industrial style – specified and 
built-to-order. The framework can be arranged in custom configurations and 
suspended by either cable or conduit or surface-mounted to the wall, ceiling or 
both – allowing for maximum design flexibility and creativity.
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AeroNeo

Radial Wave

Dome

ArchetypeParadigmBullet

Bell Pendant

Troy RLM Lighting

All LED on this pageLED
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Bird Cage

LEDS AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Globe

Fresh

Modern Shallow Heavy Duty

Tear

Mid-Century

Classic

Retro Industrial

All LED on this pageLED
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Top: Magellan in historic brass (BL4632) by Troy Lighting
Right: Paradox in bronze (BL4603) by Troy Lighting. 

Troy Exterior LED
Troy Lighting has added to its growing number of 
available outdoor lanterns in dedicated LED – with 
many more available in optional LED. Many of Troy’s 
exterior collections are manufactured in the USA.

All LED on this pageLED
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Dwell sconce (B3722) by Troy Lighting

Maritime (F4447) 
by Troy Lighting

McQueen (B4673) 
by Troy Lighting

Utopia (BL3752MB) 
by Troy Lighting

Dock Street (B4342) 
by Troy Lighting

Old Trail (P4515) 
by Troy Lighting

All available in LEDLED
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CSL (Creative Systems Lighting) provided 
a range of LEED Platinum certified lighting 
for Indigo Park Resort in Kiawah Island, 
Charleston, S.C.Photo: www.kiawahislandphoto.com
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Outdoor Lighting Guide
When it comes to creating curb appeal, the right outdoor lighting can take any exterior 
from functional to fabulous. Besides enhancing your home and its surrounding areas, 
effective outdoor lighting provides added peace of mind by enabling safe passage 
and security. Ready to shed some light on the great outdoors? Look no further than 
this illuminating guide to outdoor lighting.
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Types of Outdoor Fixtures

Hanging lights or lanterns are usually 
hung above a door or patio dining table 
and can provide a dramatic look.

Wall lights and lanterns can be used to 
illuminate architectural elements or light 
up entryways for safety.

Flush mounts provide illumination when 
ceilings or overhangs are low.

Post lights and pier mounts, lights 
mounted on short piers or other surfaces, 
add safety and offer a decorative effect.

Brightened entryways, 
illuminated pathways 
and well-lit landscapes 
are just some of the 
forms outdoor lighting 
can take. Here are some 
ways to transform your 
home’s exterior into an 
inspired nightscape.

Above: Charlemagne in solid aluminum (B4433) by Troy 
Lighting. Top Left: Hoboken (C3870). Middle: Archetype 
LED (BL4653). Top Right: Modern RLM. Bottom Left: 
Signal Hill (F4487). Middle: Main Street (P4505). Bottom 
Right: Vortex sconce (B4266). All by Troy Lighting.

RLM (Reflector Luminaire 
Manufacturer) lights are primarily 
commercial or industrial lighting 
fixtures designed to reflect light 
downward.

Interior/exterior lights are approved 
for both indoor and outdoor use.

LED LED

LED
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OUTDOOR LIGHTING

Decks, Porches, and Patios
Outdoor lighting allows you to take advantage of your outdoor spaces after dark. A patio or other 
gathering spot can be converted into a romantic evening retreat by concealing mini-lights under steps, 
railing or benches, or installing a spotlight in the branches of a nearby tree. Hanging lanterns and 
coordinating wall lanterns can provide visual impact for enclosed porches or seating areas, but flush 
mounts can work as decorative alternatives when height is limited. To enhance the mood for entertaining, 
post lights can be placed around the space’s perimeter.

 When two lighting 
fixtures are on each 

side of the entryway, 
their heights should 

be about 1/4 the 
height of the door.

Entryways
Brightening up your entryway with stylish and 
functional lighting enhances your home and ensures 
your guests have a safe and pleasant arrival. To 
create a warm and welcoming look, use wall lanterns 
on either side of the door. Recessed, chain-hung or 
semi-flush fixtures can be used under a portico or 
overhang. For a rear or side entrance, a single wall 
lantern installed on the keyhole side of the door is 
usually all that is needed.

TIP  When only a single side 
lantern is used, its height should be 
about 1/3 the height of the door.

Wall lights should be mounted about 
66” above the threshold.

Left: Archetype in solid brass (BL4651). Middle: Gables lanterns (PF9905CG). Right: Charlemagne (P4435).  
All by Troy Lighting.
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Pools and Fountains
Underwater lighting and well lights can 
provide safety and ambiance for evening 
entertaining or swimming. Wet location 
approved low-voltage and LED lighting are 
popular sources for ambient pool lighting, 
while post lights can also enhance the mood.

Steps, Paths and Driveways
Step and path lights make sure you and your guests 
are able to move about safely and easily after dark. 
Low-level path lights can brighten your walkway and 
define the boundaries of long driveways, while post 
lanterns can provide a more dramatic effect. At the 
property or driveway entrance, bollards, post and pier 
mount lanterns can be placed to ensure visitors are 
greeted in style.

Left: LED Steplights (SS3007) by CSL (Creative Systems Lighting).

LED
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Types of Landscape Lighting
Practical and aesthetically pleasing, landscape lighting shows 
off the beauty of your surrounding property, trees and foliage 
while enhancing vistas from within the home.

Accent lights, or spotlights, create directional beams of 
light to highlight trees, statues and other features.

Flood lights create a widespread distribution of light 
suitable for illuminating walls or large objects.

Well lights or “uplights” are recessed into the ground 
and concealed from view, allowing them to light trees, walls 
or other features from the ground up.

Downlights are mounted to a wall or overhang to aim soft 
pools of light onto paths or porches.

Path lights, or spread lights, create a soft and 
widespread distribution of light to illuminate pathways, 
flowerbeds and other elements low to the ground.

Wall lights and step lights are recessed into the wall and 
stairs to illuminate stairs or pathways adjacent to the house, 
while deck lights are typically mounted to the home’s exterior 
or to a wooden railing.

Underwater lights are completely submerged to illuminate 
ponds and other decorative waterscapes.

Well Lights / Uplights Path Lights

Underwater LightsWall Lights

Garages
Mount a lantern on each side of the garage 
or a single fixture above to provide lighting 
for safety and security. A motion sensor 
or a photocell that turns the lights on at 
dusk and off at dawn can conserve energy. 
Installing spotlights on your eaves or ground 
lights pointed up can also enhance security.

Outdoor Kitchens, Grills 
and Serving Areas
Outdoor cooking areas benefit from bright 
task lighting and recessed wall washes, which 
can bathe a whole wall in uniform light. Other 
options include installing a recessed spotlight 
on an adjacent roof overhang or mounting 
lights on a railing behind the grill. A portable 
fixture suitable for outdoor environments can 
also be used.

Right: Watson in solid aluminum with charred zinc finish 
(F4367) by Troy Lighting. Above: Wing Wall (SS4019) by 
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting).

LED
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Dark Sky Compliant Lighting
Many cities – like Tucson and Aspen – have adopted Dark Sky 
Compliance laws to reduce light pollution. If you live in one of these 
areas, make sure you choose outdoor lighting fixtures that project 
light downward without releasing light upward into the atmosphere 
or outward past the intended projected path. However, swimming 
pool lighting, lighting for stairs and ramps, sign lighting, holiday 
and temporary lighting and low voltage landscape lighting are 
all exempt from Dark Sky Compliance. For more information, visit 
darksky.org.

Title 24
Title 24 is a set of energy efficiency standards designed to 
conserve electricity and natural gas in the state of California. 
Since 1977, these standards set in place by the Energy 
Commission have saved Californians more than $74 billion in 
reduced electricity bills and is a significant factor in California’s 
per capita electricity use remaining flat over the last 40 years. 
For more information, visit www.energy.ca.gov/title24.

ENERGY STAR
ENERGY STAR® products are independently certified to save 
energy without sacrificing features or functionality. Products 
can earn the ENERGY STAR label by meeting energy efficiency 
requirements established by the Environmental Protection 
Agency. Choose ENERGY STAR light bulbs to help save money 
on your energy bills and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  
For more information, visit www.energystar.gov.

This Page: Cameron (P3415) by Troy Lighting.   
 
Opposite Page: 
Top Row Left to Right: Bamboo (B1853BB), Shutters (B3302), 
Gables (B9902CG). All by Troy Lighting.
 
Second Row Left to Right: LED Steplight (SS3008-BX) by CSL 
(Creative Systems Lighting). Cottage Grove (B3082CB) and Liberty 
(B2361CR). All by Troy Lighting.

Bottom Row Left to Right: LED 5”Eco-Downlights (EDL5-1102 / 
EDL5-2000) by CSL (Creative Systems Lighting). Kinetic (BL3384BZ) 
and Cameron (B3413) by Troy Lighting.
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Energy Efficient Outdoor Lighting
LEDs have become the light source of choice for many outdoor lighting 
designers because they provide high-quality output with almost 50,000 
hours of bulb life – translating to 10-15 years of use. They also generate 
little to no heat, which makes them extremely safe to use and require 
virtually no maintenance.

Troy Lighting’s Environmental Series combines exquisite designs 
and handcrafted lanterns with fluorescent, ENERGY STAR, and Dark sky 
compliant options. With the advent of Title 24 in California, energy efficient 
fluorescent lighting or motion controlled lighting has become mandatory 
for exterior lighting fixtures. ENERGY STAR lanterns are supplied with an 
integral photocell that automatically illuminates the lanterns at dusk and 
turns them off at dawn. Dark Sky compliant lanterns are available with 
incandescent or fluorescent options and full cut-off or semi cut-off light 
control systems.

Known as the pacesetter in low voltage small aperture recessed lighting, 
CSL® (Creative Systems Lighting) is a leader in the concealed LED 
lighting and architectural LED lighting categories, using the latest and most 
energy efficient technology. The company’s catalog includes a variety of 
products such as Eco-Downlight LEDs, Task Lighting, LED Steplights, Linear 
LED Lighting and Architectural Lighting.

CSL’s Architectural Lighting Collection is designed to provide high-
performance, architectural-grade pendants, sconces and flush mount 
lighting for residential and commercial spaces. The collection features 
modern designs and light source options including LED, Xenon, HID and 
CFL. All products are UL/C-UL listed for damp or wet locations, making 
them applicable for various levels of indoor and outdoor use.

CSL’s LED Steplights Collection offers energy efficient solutions for 
nightscaping and illuminating key travel routes in residential or commercial 
buildings. The collection features nine versatile profiles that provide zero 
maintenance accent and functional lighting for indoor and outdoor spaces. 
The clean, graceful designs are offered in three different finishes designed 
to blend seamlessly with virtually any environment.

LED Eco-Downlights LED Title 24

Dark Sky Compliant

Decorative LED 
Steplight

LED Title 24

Fluorescent  
Energy Star

Fluorescent Dark Sky 
Compliant

Incandescent Dark Sky 
Compliant

 Fluorescent Energy Star

LED

LED

LED LED
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Learn more about Troy Lighting.

Andromeda in carbide black and polished 
nickel (F4826) by Troy Lighting.
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When it comes to choosing the right lighting fixture for your home, the overall style 
and appearance are choices that easily factor into the decision. However, taking 
the time to consider where and how your lighting is manufactured can be crucial 
to finding a product with lasting value and integrity. With manufacturing facilities 
located domestically and overseas, Littman Brands utilizes a wide range of creative 
and technical processes, both ancient and modern, to achieve the signature quality 
and design of their fixtures. Here is an overview of their lighting manufacturing 
process – from concept to completion.

Lighting Manufacturing
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Design
The Littman Brands design team comes up with 
hundreds of new concepts every year, inspired by 
fashion trends, architecture, technical innovation 
and a host of other sources. Once a concept 
has been chosen, engineers and designers 
design the product in AutoCAD® – a software 
application for 3D computer-aided design (CAD) 
and drafting – and perform LED calibration. 
From there, they build sample prototypes until 
they reach a design that is finalized to their 
liking. To ensure high-quality products, their 
team goes to great lengths to source the best 
materials and components (crystal, hand-carved 
wood, freshwater pearls, etc.) from around the 
world, including locally in the United States. 
Littman Brands works countless hours to perfect 
every product’s details so that nothing is left to 
chance when they go into full manufacturing.

Learn more about Littman Brands’ capabilities.

LED

Right: Intricate and precision parts are designed, machined and 
then inspected for accuracy and refined tolerances. An integrated 
heat sink as part of a decorative fixture is shown here.
Below: Spellbound (174-443) by Corbett Lighting. 
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Inside Littman Brands’ manufacturing facilities, 
talented professionals maximize precision and 
efficiency by utilizing the latest in leading-edge 
tooling, equipment and finishing capabilities.

CNC Machinery: CNC (Computer Numerical 
Control) machining involves the use of computers 
to control machine tools, including lathes, mills, 
routers and grinders. A new Haas CNC lathe with 
automatic bar feeder, which in conjunction with 
their CNC mill, allows them to create designs 
for their own heat sinks. In addition, a 
new CNC Amada Vipros, which employs 
the technology of a CNC Turret, is 
capable of punching up to 250 parts 
per hour.

Laser Cutting: Littman Brands’ most 
technologically advanced way to create 
an edge with a high-quality  
surface finish.

 

Milling: A process which facilitates a dynamic range of 
precision cuts, including slotting, planing and contouring.

Lathing: A machine which rotates the workpiece on its 
axis, allowing “turners” – craftsmen who operate lathes – 
to cut, sand, drill, knurl and more.

MANUFACTURING
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Machining and Tooling
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Top Left to Right: A machine mills a component piece using precision tooling. A worker uses a metal press punch machine to cut shapes 
into metal materials.  Above: A worker operates a CNC laser cutting machine.
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Fabrication
Littman Brands fabricates, or builds, its lighting 
through cutting, bending and other assembling 
methods.

TIG Master Welding: One of the most complicated 
and specialized welding processes available, TIG 
(Tungsten Inert Gas) welding uses a tungsten 
electrode, protected by an inert gas, to weld thin 
sections of metal.

Hydraulic Press Brake: A machine tool used for 
bending sheet metal and plate material by clamping 
the workpiece between a matching punch and die.

Above: Tantrum (186-43) by Corbett Lighting. Bottom Left: 
Fabricated lighting fixture components. Right: A worker welds 
together metal pieces to create Corbett’s Tantrum pendant.

LED
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Artisan Techniques
Littman Brands utilizes traditional and artisan techniques to 
achieve the signature look, quality and design of their fixtures.

Forging: Among the oldest forms of joining wrought iron to 
create strong joints and a natural look.

Lost Wax Casting: An ancient process utilizing a wax model, 
used when the most intricate works need to be executed.

Stamping: A high-pressure process which allows workers to 
coin, flange, emboss, create cut-out components and perform 
numerous other forming techniques on sheet metal.

(Left to Right): Assembling Troy’s Revolution fixture. Workers fabricate and 
assemble pieces by hand to create unique, free-form fixtures that otherwise 
wouldn’t be possible by machine.
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Finishing and Painting
Littman Brands’ facilities employ the use of chemical finishing 
tanks, large capacity paint spray booths, shade manufacturing 
and fully integrated production and assembly lines to put the 
finishing touches on their designs.

Powder Coating: The application of a dry, free-flowing 
powder to virtually any type of metal, which allows them to 
produce far less hazardous waste than conventional liquid 
coatings. A new six-stage, turn-key powder coat system with 
phosphate spray, two inline powder booths, and an 80 foot 
curing oven is capable of processing 10,000 fixtures per day.

Painting: Workers apply paint to an unfinished surface – by 
machine or by hand – to get the desired color or finish for the 
fixture. Custom paint preparations provide customers with a 
dynamic range of finishes from which to choose.

Hand Finishing: A process that allows craftsmen to leave a 
unique stamp on their products, ensuring that no two pieces 
are exactly the same. This includes leafing, painting, detailing 
with shells and beads and more.

Shades and Fabrics: Shades are cut, sewn and assembled.

(Left to Right): Workers powder coat Corbett’s Fathom fixture. A worker hand-applies chalkboard art to the inner shade of Troy’s Relativity pendant. Workers hand-finish Corbett’s Vertigo fixture in gold leaf.

Top Right: Fathom (187-41) by Corbett Lighting, Relativity (F3655)  
by Troy Lighting and Vertigo (133-42) by Corbett Lighting.

LED
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Learn more about Corbett Lighting.

Vixen chandelier(141-78) by Corbett Lighting. 
Traditional Home Hamptons Designer Showhouse.
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While homeowners today have many choices when it comes to lighting, the 
number of lighting companies that manufacture their products in the United 
States is limited. As one of the few U.S. manufacturers able to take a lighting 
design from concept to full production in-house and on U.S. soil, Littman 
Brands is a rarity in the lighting world.

Made in California
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Known for its sophisticated casual 
Americana aesthetic, Troy Lighting 
produces numerous outdoor collections 
domestically (some available in LED), 
including the hourglass-inspired Magellan, 
the simple yet striking Archetype and 
the industrial Murdoch. Several indoor 
collections are also home-grown, including 
the ever-popular Mercury, as well as the 
Atomic and Vortex LED series.

Troy Lighting’s RLM line is pure “Made in the USA.” 
Inspired by factory shades of the early 20th century, 
Troy RLMs span in style from retro modern to classic. 
These nostalgic, outdoor-ready fixtures are combined 
with modern lamping technology in a multitude of 
arm, stem, post and mounting options in more than 
20 finishes. From metalwork to powder coating and 
assembly, the amount of time, energy and care put into 
these completely customizable fixtures is extraordinary. 
New designs include Tear, Bird Cage, Aero, Globe and 
many more.
 

Magellan Archetype Murdoch Atomic

Littman Brands 
believes investing in 
domestic production 
is crucial to ensuring 
product quality, 
maintaining a high 
level of creative 
control, providing 
much needed jobs in 
the U.S. and affecting 
the economies of both 
local and national 
communities. Multiple 
Littman Brands 

collections are crafted and/or assembled at the company’s 200,000-square-
foot manufacturing, engineering and design facility in City of Industry, 
California. Their engineers and designers are able to monitor every step of the 
manufacturing process and produce multiple world-class lighting brands and 
collections, including:

CSL® (Creative Systems Lighting) CSL designs, engineers and 
manufactures many of its LED Eco-Downlights, Task Lighting, LED 
Steplights, Linear LED Lighting and Architectural Lighting in City of 
Industry. They have the machinery and technical expertise to make heat 
sinks, housings and more on-the-spot.

LED LED LED

LED

LED
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A custom Troy fixture inside the lobby of Loews Annapolis Hotel in Annapolis, MD.

Littman Brands Contract
Troy Lighting’s contract and custom division designs, manufactures and produces special and made-to-
specification fixtures in their California factory. Working with both international and domestic contract and 
hospitality clients, they believe it’s important to be hands-on with every step of the process and provide high 
quality products with efficient turnaround.

Littman Brands complements domestic production with handcrafted 
products manufactured overseas by skilled artisans. Their 150,000-square-
foot facility in the Philippines utilizes new and state of the art equipment. 
While it might be easier to do 100 percent of their manufacturing overseas, 
Littman Brands believes doing so makes it harder in the long run to 
distinguish their brands from a design, quality and service perspective. 
They’re not interested in offering commoditized lighting; they’re interested 
in using a combination of U.S. and overseas manufacturing to produce 
exceptional lighting. Troy’s contract and custom division manufactures their fixtures inside 

their 200,000-square-foot facility in California.

Learn more about Littman Brands Contract.
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Front Cover, 12
Dunkirk:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

Back Cover, 34
Meritage:  
Troy Lighting

2, 3
Habitat:  
Troy Lighting

4, 5
Lewis: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

6, 14
Zero Gravity LED: 
Troy Lighting

8
Chesterfield:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

8
Lowell: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

8
Oyster Bay:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

9
Vineyard:  
Troy Lighting

8
Siena: 
Troy Lighting

9
Carousel:  
Troy Lighting

10
Odyssey:  
Troy Lighting

10, 58
Caswell LED:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

10
Montauk: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

11
Kyle:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

12
Chill:  
Corbett Lighting

10
Aurora:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

11
Baldwin:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

12, 86
Atomic: LED  
Troy Lighting

12
Modernist: 
Corbett Lighting

17
Dolce:  
Corbett Lighting

17
Meteor:  
Corbett Lighting

18
Washington:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

18
Bijoux: 
Corbett Lighting

18
Dolce:  
Corbett Lighting

19
Buxton:  
Troy Lighting

18
Riviera:  
Corbett Lighting

18
Eden:  
Corbett Lighting

19
Ambassador:  
Troy Lighting

19
Cymbal:  
Troy Lighting

13
Alexandria:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

13 
Element: 
Corbett Lighting

14
Knox:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

14
Medfield:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

15
Colebrook: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

15
Aura LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

16
Rockstar: 
Corbett Lighting 

15
Gaines: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

15
Brookline: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

16
Enchanted:  
Corbett Lighting

16
Dolcetti: 
Corbett Lighting

15
Gaines: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

18
Hidden Hills:  
Troy Lighting

8
Ballston:  
Hudson Valley Lighting
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36
Danville:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

37
Humphrey:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

37
Gresham Park:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

38
Burton: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

38
Concordia: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

32
Barstow:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

32
Viceroy:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

33
Westville:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

33
Ruskin: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

34
Nebula: 
Troy Lighting

34
Quinton:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

35
Genessee:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

34
Lily:  
Corbett Lighting

35
Trumbull:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

36
Whitney:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

36
Merrick:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

22
Glow LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

23
LED Cylinder Pendants:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

23, 31, 80
Tantrum LED:  
Corbett Lighting

23, 40
PDQ24 LED: 
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

24
Pro Puck LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

26
Harlow:  
Corbett Lighting

27
Woodbury:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

26
Big Bang:  
Corbett Lighting

27
Queen Bee:  
Corbett Lighting

30
Wellington:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

28
Odyssey:  
Troy Lighting

19
Outer Banks:  
Troy Lighting

20
Mitchel Field LED:  
Troy Lighting

20
Meridian: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

20
Fly Boy: 
Troy Lighting

21
Fly Boy: 
Troy Lighting

21
Idlewild LED:  
Troy Lighting

22
LED Cylinder Adjustable Pendant:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

21
Fly Boy: 
Troy Lighting

22
Roundout:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

22
Hex LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

22
Andromeda:  
Troy Lighting

23
Goshen LED:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

24
Orb LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

30
Upton:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

33
Femme Fatale  
Corbett Lighting

30
Bari:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

20
Idlewild LED: 
Troy Lighting
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45
Kyle: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

45
Calliope: 
Troy Lighting

46
Blink: 
Troy Lighting
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50, 82
Fathom LED:  
Corbett Lighting

42, 52, 78
Spellbound LED:  
Corbett Lighting

44
Dresden:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

44
Chimera: 
Corbett Lighting

46
Andover:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

49
Amadeus:  
Corbett Lighting

47
Coolidge:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

48
Glendale:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

48
Uni:  
Troy Lighting

49
Vestal:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

48
Amherst:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

46
Exeter: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

49, 79
Dine ‘N’ Dash  
Troy Lighting

40
LED CounterAttack II:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

60
Echo LED: 
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

60
Contour LED:   
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

61
Cube LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

61
Linear Cube LED: 
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

61
Waymark LED: 
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

61
3” Shallow Plenum:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

61
Hex LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

62, 86
Deep Reflector LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

62, 64
Aero:  
Troy RLM Lighting

60
LED Cylinder  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

60
Veil LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

53
Calligraphy LED:  
Corbett Lighting

54
Media: 
Corbett Lighting

56
Sanctuary: 
Troy Lighting

58
Heavy Duty LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

59
Enchanted LED:  
Corbett Lighting

58, 70
Vortex LED:  
Troy Lighting

59
Insight LED:  
Troy Lighting

60
LED Cylinder Pendants:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

53
Conduit:  
Troy Lighting

55
Inertia:  
Corbett Lighting

39, 61, 75
Eco-Downlight LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

40
Savona  
Hudson Valley Lighting

38
Girard: 
Hudson Valley Lighting

39
Eco-Cove LED:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

40
Belmont:  
Hudson Valley Lighting

38
Brock: 
Hudson Valley Lighting
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70
Hoboken:
Troy Lighting

70
Signal Hill:  
Troy Lighting

70, 71, 86
Archetype LED:  
Troy Lighting

70
Main Street:  
Troy Lighting

71, 75
Gables:  
Troy Lighting

72, 75
LED Steplights:  
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

67
Utopia LED: 
Troy Lighting

67
Dwell LED:
Troy Lighting

67
Old Trail LED: 
Troy Lighting

70, 71
Charlemagne:  
Troy Lighting
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64, 86
Pendant LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

67
Dock Street LED: 
Troy Lighting

73
Watson: 
Troy Lighting

65
Mid Century LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

65
Shallow Heavy Duty LED:
Troy RLM Lighting

65, 86
Tear LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

65, 70
Modern LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

65
Fresh LED: 
Troy RLM Lighting

66, 86
Magellan LED:  
Troy Lighting

65, 86
Classic LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

66
Paradox: LED  
Troy Lighting

67
Maritime LED:  
Troy Lighting

67
McQueen LED:  
Troy Lighting

64
Dome LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

64
Neo LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

64
Radial Wave LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

64, 86
LED Bullet:  
Troy RLM Lighting

64
Archetype LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

64
Paradigm LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

62, 64
Bell LED:
Troy RLM Lighting

62, 65, 86
Globe LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

63, 65
Retro Industrial LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

73
Wing Wall LED: 
CSL (Creative Systems Lighting)

74, 75
Cameron:  
Troy Lighting

75
Shutters LED:
Troy Lighting

75
Cottage Grove:
Troy Lighting

75
Liberty:
Troy Lighting

75
Kinetic LED:  
Troy Lighting

75
Bamboo: 
Troy Lighting

63, 65, 86
Birdcage LED:  
Troy RLM Lighting

63
Structure:  
Troy RLM Lighting
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